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Contestants compete during the 8th mud soccer championship in Woellnau near Leipzig, Germany Photo: Getty Images

Women breastfeed their babies at an event promoting the freedom of mothers to breastfeed in public, at the Village ...
Women breastfeed their babies at an event promoting the freedom of mothers to breastfeed in public, at the Village
Museum in Bucharest Romania.

A 750 kilogram heavy banner showing an art piece called ?Der Riss? artist and alpinist Maya Lalive at Albigna Dam near ...
A 750 kilogram heavy banner showing an art piece called ?Der Riss? artist and alpinist Maya Lalive at Albigna Dam near
Bregaglia, Switzerland.

Kashmiri protesters shout slogans against India during a protest after a day long curfew in Srinagar, Indian controlled ...
Kashmiri protesters shout slogans against India during a protest after a day long curfew in Srinagar, Indian controlled
Kashmir. Photo: AP

Hungarian shepherd Lajos Szabo's sinka dog Doki, competes in the Herding Championship of Hungarian sheepdogs in Hungary.
Hungarian shepherd Lajos Szabo's sinka dog Doki, competes in the Herding Championship of Hungarian sheepdogs in
Hungary. Photo: AP

Protesters gather outside Tottenham Police Station for speeches to mark the fifth anniversary of Mark Duggan's death in ...
Protesters gather outside Tottenham Police Station for speeches to mark the fifth anniversary of Mark Duggan's death in
Tottenham, England. 29-year-old Mark Duggan was shot and killed by armed police in an attem Photo: Getty Images

People release paper lanterns to the Motoyasu River where hundreds of thousands of atomic bombing victims died in ...
People release paper lanterns to the Motoyasu River where hundreds of thousands of atomic bombing victims died in
Hiroshima, western Japan. Photo: AP
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The Olympic flame is seen on display outside the Candelaria Church in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The Olympic flame is seen on display outside the Candelaria Church in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Photo: Getty Images

Ten-year-old Dylan Pachecoskates in a ribbon of sunlight at the bottom of a deep bowl at the Rhodes Skate Park grand ...
Ten-year-old Dylan Pachecoskates in a ribbon of sunlight at the bottom of a deep bowl at the Rhodes Skate Park grand
opening in Boise, Idaho.
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Trump burns as bonfire effigy
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Halloween around the world
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Police Taser 'man with machete' at Rockingham shopping centre
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